Report on meeting of Jean-Luc Demarty (DG) with CSI (13/04/2015)

Participants CSI:
- Peter Allgeier, CSI
- Todd Fox, VISA Inc.
- Leslie Griffin, UPS
- Nicholas Hodac, IBM
- Shantell Isaac, ACLI
- Ian MacVay, King & Spalding
- Ann Nicocelli, MetLife
- Jacquelynn Verizon
- Claudia Selli, AT&T
- [Art. 4.1(b)], Google

On TTIP
- Reiterating their interest in TTIP, CSI asked for an update on progress of the negotiations and how the EU intends to move forward on the difficult issues. JLD reported about the complexity of negotiations, subject to an improving situation with all governments behind TTIP.
- On data flows, Google conveyed their views about recent legislation in Russia and China suggesting that joint action from EU & US would be welcome. JLD pointed to ongoing legislative processes on data privacy which is not part of the TTIP negotiations.
- CSI raised the issue of new services in the context of positive listing on MA.
- MetLife indicated that they continued B2B cooperation across the Atlantic on insurance services, while waiting for USTR to put a financial services offer on the table.
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